reaching the tribal.

Environmentally,

many of the tribal

nc,

Coffee is being produced in the state in a big way which
gives good returns to the growers. There are a number of
food parks in the state providing marketing support to the
farmers. Karnataka Agri Business Development Corp.
(KABDC), Karnataka Udyog Mitra (KUM), Kisan Markets,
Karnataka State Agricultural Produce Processing and
Export Corporation
Limited (KAPPEC) are the other
institutional arrangements to support the marketing of
farm produce. Institutions like SAFAL, HOPCOMS, Silk
Board, Spices Board, Coconut Board, Tobacco Board, NHM,
NHB etc., through various schemes are helping the farm
income in the state to grow. Indirectly, the price forecasting
mechanism by the State Agricultural Prices Commission is
helping the farmers to gain better returns on their produce.

with adequate awareness among the locals would have
greater impact on their economy. Papers are invited on any
of the above issues on the marketing of tribal produce.
Papers covering success stories relating to economic
upliftment oftribal can also be submitted if they are original
in their findings.

Theme

-rn

Role of marketing institutions to augment
the farm income in Karnataka
Karnataka is one of the leading states in the country to
bring

reforms

in

implementation

agricultural

of various

marketing.

schemes

The

in general,

the

I

f

are some of the

major initiatives taken towards better returns to farmers.
Comprehensive electronic auction system for transparent
price

determination

markets,

and

regulated

integrate

pan India

markets and warehouses

initiated by the state marketing department.

virtual

has been

In support of

this 182 scientific storage godowns with 2,34,250 MT of
capacity

have been completed

in different

Note: Paper writers may take into consideration, the postal

regulated

delays while dispatching their papers and ensure that they
reach the office of the Society not later than 15th July 2018.

markets. The state of Karnataka amended the Marketing
Act to provide state wide single trader licence, warehousebased sales, establishment

Please mention Phone Number along with the address of
the Society, if papers/letters are sent through courier
services.

of private markets and direct

purchase centres, waiver of market fee for perishables, and
simplifying

contract

online trading
dispute

farming

arrangements,

and online payment

resolution

mechanism

notifying

in markets,

The details of the conference may be brought to the notice
of all concerned and displayed in the notice boards of the
departments and libraries.

online

and assaying. Karnataka

State Agricultural Marketing Board is implementing "Raitha

(T.SATYANARAYANA)

Sanjeevini" Accidental Insurance Scheme for the benefit of
all the agriculturist

of Karnataka.

Secretary and Managing Editor
Iridian Society of Agricultural Marketing
Phone: 040-24014884

Pledge loan facility is

provided by the market committees to the farmers to get
upto 60% of the market value of the produce. To help the
farmers from distress sale, Floor Price Scheme has been
formulated.

Government declares Minimum Support Price

Mobile: 8333836351

1

e-mail: secretary.isam.ngp@gmail.com

and arrange for procurement ofthe same. For the purpose,
Revolving Fund has been set up. Karnataka is one of
the important

Potato growing state in the country, grown

'

Role of Sate Warehousing Corporation is providing storage . \
facilities to the farmers and helping them to wait for a
better price in the market. Thus, there are many
institutions
concerning
the farm income which are I
implementing several schemes. Evidence based papers
are invited on different schemes indicating their status and
the extent of economic gains to the farming community
which will be discussed in the conference.

provisions of APMC Model Act in particular and application
of ICT for electronic spot trading/e-trading

First Circular

mainly in the districts of Hassan, Belgaum, Chikkaballapur
and Kolar. Potato processing is under taken by
MTR,
Britannia, Nestle, Tata Global Beverages, Cafe Coffee Day
etc. Their role in increasing farm income is commendable.

areas are best suited for the development of high value
crops like coffee, pepper and off- season vegetables. Some
pockets are ideal for the development of aqua culture,
sericulture and apiculture. Basic amenities in such areas

Date:10th March 2018
Hyderabad-500 030

I

Indian Society of Agricultural Marketing
PJTSAU Campus, Rajendranagar
Hyderabad-500 030

The 32nd National Conference on Agricultural Marketing of
Indian Society of Agricultural Marketing will be held jointly
with ADRT Centre, Institute for Social and Economic
Change, Bangalore. Dr. e.G. Ranade, Member of India
Agriculture Group, Washington DC, U.5.A., has kindly
consented to deliver
conference.

the

Presidential

Address

GUIDELINES

: Risk Management in agriculture

Theme II : Marketing problems for Tribal produce
Theme III:

Role of marketing institutions
farm income in Karnataka.

About the submission
conference.a.

b.
c.
d.

d.

to augment

of papers for discussion

at the

Papers should be original in their findings and
prepared exclusively for the conference in accordance
with the guidelines provided under each theme.
Papers should not normally exceed ten pages, typed in
double space on one side of A- 4 size paper.
All papers should have the summary, strictly not more
than in 200 words
Papers should bear the title below which name and
addresses of the authors. All text/figures / graphs
should be in black and white.
Three hard Copies of the paper, along with a soft copy
in word file through CD or email, should reach the
Society Office at Hyderabad, positively before is" July,
2018.

e.

Only one paper will be accepted from each author, on
anyone ofthe themes.

g.

Papers written within the given frame of the themes
and supported by data will only be considered for the
conference.

h.

j.

k,

I.

Papers running beyond 10 pages, and with long
summaries, not relevant to the themes, and submitted
beyond the due date will be summarily rejected.
Communication
of acceptance of papers for the
conference will be sent to the respective senior
authors well in advance.
All correspondence regarding the submission of the
papers for the Conference should be addressed to the
Secretary and Managing Editor of the Society at
Hyderabad.
Details of the Conference schedule will be given in the
Second Circular.

I

to

NTFPs include

alternative,

Risk Management in agriculture

at the

rubber, tree oils and resins, and ginseng. Other products
similar

Theme I

The conference will discuss the following three themes on
which research papers are invited:
Theme I

FOR PAPER WRITERS

and

secondary

special,
forest

non-wood,
products.

minor,
A recent

research study (The Livelihood School, BASIX, 2010) shows

Risk is an integral part of agriculture as farmers confront
various types of risks which viciously drive many farmers

that in Chhattisgarh, the involvement of women in the NTFP

out from agriculture. Due to change in weather, incidence
of pests and diseases, fluctuating production and prices,
poor market connectivity, traders' dominance, defective
policies, unmanageable
post-harvest
losses and poor
infrastructure facilities are the issues related to risk in
agriculture which directly or indirectly affect the marketing
of farm produce and farm income. Managing risk in
agriculture is particularly challenging as many risks are
highly correlated affecting at times the whole community.
Though several schemes are being operated by different
states and union government to mitigate the risk in
agriculture,
like INM-IPM,
crop insurance,
crop
diversification, agriculture extension and so on, however,
the impact is negligible. As a result, many farm households
are drifting from agriculture and migrating to urban areas
or turning into labourers. Fundamentally, the farmers
should be made aware of the schemes and enabling
environment should be created for them to avail the
benefits
of the schemes.
Transparent
and timely
implementation
of the schemes will build confidence
among the farmers to adopt such measures. Adequate, real
time and reliable farmer friendly information is also a tool to
contain some elements of risk in agriculture. Schemes
relating to risk management
should be periodically
reviewed and their efficacy should be assessed. Success of
these schemes need the support from extension services,
credit flow and market network. Containing risk is the best
option to retain the farming
community
active in
agricultural operations and enable them to contribute to the
agricultural development. Papers are invited on various
components of risk in agriculture and marketing supported
by empirical data from the operational aspects of various
related schemes.

NTFP economy

Theme II
Non-Timber Forest Produce(NTFP) are especially important
poorest

especially women.

households

living

poorer

more than

households

non-tribal

in forested

areas,

The wide variety of NTFPs includes

mushrooms, huckleberries, ferns, transplants,

seed cones,

pifion seeds, tree nuts, moss, maple syrup, cork, cinnamon,

depend on the
households

more than comparatively

and

better-off

ones. The NTFP economy is a critical one for the most
vulnerable

sections of society. An estimated

100 million

people derive their source of livelihood directly from the
collection and marketing of MFPs (Report of the National
Committee

on Forest Rights Act, 2011). According to a

World Bank estimate,

the NTFP economy

is fragile but

supports close to 275 million people in rural India (quoted in
'Down

To Earth'

significant

Report,

November

1-15

2010)

- a

part of which comprises the tribal population.

MFPs provide essential nutrition to people living in forested
areas, and are used for household purposes, thus forming
an important part of their non-cash income. For many tribal
communities

who practice agriculture,

MFPs are also a

source of cash income, especially during the slack seasons.
Income from both NTFP and agriculture is very meagre and
the surpluses are very less. Some of the forest products like
honey and medicinal herbs, roots and barks gathered by
the tribal, though they are sold at premium price in the
market, fetch very less to the tribal due to poor marketing
arrangements and awareness among tribal. Systematic and
regular training to the tribal communities about the process
of identifying the products suitable for marketing, handling
them while collecting,

storing, packing and transporting,

might help the tribal get better returns.
discovery

mechanism

is also important

economy.

Since tribal

resources

to invest

cannot

have

on primary

Basics of price
to help tribal

enough

processing

financial
and value

addition to their products, they should be encouraged to
adopt group approach. Market network, collection centres
and primary processing units should be established in the
, potential areas. the exploitation

Marketing problems for Tribal produce
for the

economy is very high, tribal households

by the traders should be

contained by the vigilant forest and marketing officials. It is
necessary to periodically

verify the impact of the tribal

welfare schemes in vogue. Much of the tribal agricultural
produce

is organic

in nature

but due to its unviable

marketable surplus and lack of mechanism to aggregate
the produce, the economic benefits of such produce is not

